Measuring direction in the coupling of biological oscillators: a case study for electroreceptors of paddlefish.
Recently developed methods for estimating directionality in the coupling between oscillators were tested on experimental time series data from electroreceptors of paddlefish, because each electroreceptor contains two distinct types of noisy oscillators. One type of oscillator is in the sensory epithelia, and another type is in the terminals of afferent neurons. Based on morphological organization and our previous work, we expected unidirectional coupling, whereby epithelial oscillations synaptically influence the spiking oscillators of afferent neurons. Using directionality analysis we confirmed unidirectional coupling of oscillators embedded in electroreceptors. We studied the performance of directionality algorithms for decreasing length of data. Also, we experimentally varied the strength of oscillator coupling, to test the effect of coupling strength on directionality algorithms.